As you continue to make Scouting a part of your philanthropy, you will join an elite group who share your desire to impact the future of our youth. As your giving increases above $25,000, there are many unique ways Scouting seeks to honor you and the impact of your gift. Second Century Society, Lifetime Investor, and Presidents Leadership Council (PLC) members enjoy the opportunity to travel together on exclusive Scouting-oriented trips and fellowship with BSA leadership. Whether visiting the beaches of Normandy or the Indy 500, these experiences are made richer by sharing them with fellow Scouters.
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Second Century Society members will have given $25,000 to $1 million, outright or over five years, directly to a local council or through the BSA Foundation. PLC members will have given at the highest level of $1 million or more to or through the BSA Foundation. Your gift can be outright or payable over five years. Your recognition includes BSA commissioned art pieces.

For further information on donor recognition, visit bsafoundation.org/secondcentury

You may already qualify for membership in one or more of Scouting’s elite recognition societies with your recent gifts.

For further information on donor recognition, visit bsafoundation.org/secondcentury

Matt’s fundraising efforts purchased 18 metric tons of supplies and hired 800 local porters to transport.

During a climbing expedition on Mt. Everest, a young man suddenly found himself in a critical situation. April 25, 2015, a deadly earthquake struck Nepal. Matt’s excursion quickly changed from the adventure of a lifetime to a life-changing event. In an instant, he had to make critical decisions, drawing upon his character, leadership, and fortitude. In the days to come, the young Scout put his first aid training and fundraising skills to work, helping those victims left in the deadly aftermath.

Matt’s leadership helped local villagers recover from the devastation. Because of you, a Scout was prepared to act. Because of you, Matt Moniz made a difference on that fateful day.

Scouting prepared me to help save lives...

…they lost everything...
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